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ABSTRACT

Studies of magnetic fluctuation induced particle transport on Reversed

Field Pinch plasmas were done on the Madison Symmetric Torus. Plasma

current density and current density fluctuations were measured using a

multi-coil magnetic probes. The low frequency ( f < 50 kHz ) current density

fluctuations are consistent with the global resistive tearing instabilities

predicted by 3-D MHD simulations. At frequencies above 50 kHz, the

magnetic fluctuations were detected to be localized with a radial correlation

length of about 1 - 2 cm. These modes are locally resonant modes since the

measured dominant mode number spectra match the local safety factor q.

The net charged particle flux induced by magnetic fluctuations was obtained
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by measuring the correlation term <j HBt >. The result of zero net charged

particle loss was obtained, meaning the flux is ambipolar. The ambipolarity

of low frequency global tearing modes is satisfied through the phase relations

determined by tearing instabilities_ The ambipolarity of high frequency

localized modes could be partially explained by the simple model of Waltz

based on the radial average of small scale turbulence.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) is an attracti'_e scheme for confining

thermal plasmas for harnessing nuclear fusion energy. One of the major

obstacles for the RFP confinement scheme, and for all the magnetic

confinement schemes, to achieve ignition is the excessive loss of energy and

particles. The losses are anomalous compared with the estimated losses

based on the classical Colomb collisional, mechanism. This so called

"anomalous" particle and energy trai,sport is found to be closely related to

the turbulent state of the plasmas in tokamaks and RFPs, 1,2, particularly at

the edge of these devices.

The occurrence of turbulence in confined plasmas is observed in all

magnetic confinement devices, including RFPs.. 3,4 The plasma turbulent

state is marked by stochastic fluctuations of important plasma quantities,

such as density, temperature, and electromagnetic fields, The fluctuations of

these plasma quantities, and the correlations among them, are postulated as

a major candidate for the observed anomalous plasma transport. The origin

of plasma turbulence, as well as the exact physics mechanisms that relate

turbulence and transport fluxes, remains one of the foremost tasks facing the



nuclear fusion program.

Many works have been done in measuring particle and energy flux due to

the fluctuations in the edge plasmas in RFP machines,5,6,7 and on tokamaks

as well.S, 9 Most of the measurements detect eJectrostatic-fluctuation-

induced-transport. The reason for this is two-fold: 1). tokamaks usually have

magnetic fluctuations presumed to be too small to be meaningful source of

transport; 2). quantities related to magnetic fluctuations, such as the current

density fluctuations, are difficult to measure experimentally.

This thesis consists of two major parts. First, we introduce a method for

measuring plasma current density using multi-coil magnetic probes. The

measurement of" both equilibrium and fluctuating current density will be

presented. Second, we present the results of' measuring the anomalous

particle flux induced by magnetic fluctuations in the RFP plasmas. The

ambipolarity of such flux is discussed in detail.

The measurement of particle and energy transport due to magnetic

fluctuations is very important to the understanding of RFP plasma

B
confinement. Magnetic field fluctuations are much higher (_-- 1 .-2% ) for

B
RFP plasmas than for tokamak plasmas ( _ ~ 0.01% ). The poor confinement,

of RFP plasmas is evidenced by the high value of the one-turn external loop



voltage, which is believed closely related with the high value of magnetic

fluctuations. 1°,11 Another important impact of magnetic fluctuations on the

RFP is that the dynamo effect could be the direct result of magnetic

fluctuations. The dynamo effect is a process of spontaneously generating

reversed field state.

Our results show 12 three important aspects of the magnetic fluctuations

and transport for RFP plasmas in MST. First, we demonstratethat the

magnetic fluctuations consist of two very different types of modes. The high

ti'equency ( f > 5 0 kHz ) magnetic fluctuations are small-scale localized

modes. The radial coherence lengths for those high-frequency modes are

very short, giving the evidence of locally resonant modes. The wavenumber

spectrum k(r) of these modes is a strong function of plasma radius. This is

very different from the low frequency ( f < 50 khz ) case in which the

fluctuations are believed to be global resistive tearing instabilities. Resistive

interchange modes are presumed to be the source of small-scale, high-

frequency magnetic fluctuations, although the definitive conclusion on the

sources of small scale magnetic fluctuation is beyond this thesis work.

Second, we have measured plasma current density and current density

fluctuations using a multi-coil magnetic probe f_om which V x B is obtained.
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The measured current density fluctuations at low frequency agree in many

aspects with the predictiona of a 3-D MHD simulation. Third, from the

torrent density fluctuations we have calculated th,_ net charged particle flux

induced by magnetic fluctuations in the RFP. The flux is shw,vn to be

intrinsically ambipolar, The dependence of the ambipolarity of the flux on
i

i

the radial electric field is discussed.

This thesis is orgm_ized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the status of

theoretical and experimental study of magnetic fluctuations and fluctuation-

induced anomalous transport in RFPs. Chapter 3 gives descriptions of

experimental apparatus including the MST and current density diagnostics.

Chapter 4 provides the results of equilibrium and fluctuating current density

measurements Chapter 5 preaents the measurements of internal magnetic

fluctuations. Chapter 6 presents the result,,s of measuring magnetic-

fluctuat.ion-induced particle transport. Chapter 7 gives conclusions and

summaries of the works stated above. The mathematical scheme u_ed in the

statistical analysis is briefly presented in the App,endix,
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Chapter 2: Review of RFP Magnetic Turbulence and Transport

The method of RFP plasma confinement 1, proposed by several

investigators in the initial period of' fusion research, makes use of the pinch

effect: the self-constriction that occurs in a plasma as a result of the passage

of a unidirectional current. In RFP plasmas the mean magnetic field is

mainly determined by the _duc_ion from tl: e plasma current itself. This is

significantly different from the tokamak plasma confinement method where

the mean magnetic field is determined mainly by a strong exteI_ally applied

a×ial magnetic field. The difference in magnetic field configuration between

RFP and tokamak plasmas has resulted in. a profound difference, yet similar

in some degree, in the stability of plasm, at_, plasma turbulence, and thus

probably difference in anomalous plasma transport from the core to the edge.

The work of this thesis is concentrated on the measurement of internal

magnetic fluctuations, measurement of current density and current density

fluctuations, and the measurement of non-ambipolar particle flttx induced by

the magnetic fluctuations. This chapter is devoted to the review of the RFP

magnetic configuration, instabilities and t_'ansport mechanisms rooted in

magnetic turbulence in the RFP. Special interest is paid to the particle
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transport. In Section 2.1 we give a brief review of the MHD stability and

unstable modes i_ '*'_ RFP configuration. Section 2.2 describes the particle

flt_x induced by magnetic fluctuations in confinement devices. Section 2.3

gives more detailed derivations and proofs of ambipolarity of particle flux

induced by magnetic fluctuations.

2.1 Magnetic Fluctuations in RFP Plasmas and MHD Instabilities

The RFP is a toroidal axisymmetric magnetic configuration in which the

plasma is confined by a combination of poloidal field B o. produced by a

toroidal current in the plasma, and a toroidal field Be. As shown in Fig. 2.1.

B _ is partly applied fr,.,n',external coils that smTound the minor diameter of

the torus, and partly generated, presumally, by some non-linear dynamic

process in the plasma. The mean values oi' the poloidal and toroidal fields

in magnitude, that is: I B-°l~ 1. One of tile features that
comparableare

distinguishes the RFP from the tokamak is the toroidal field. In the RFP Be

is much weaker and reverses its direction on the outside of the plasma

column. This reversal of field at the edge occurs automatically, under certain

conditions, through the so called "dynamo" process. The term "dynamo" that
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Fig. 2.1 The schematic illustration of RFP magnetic
confuguration.



describes the self generation of a mean field by a turbulent magnetic field, is

borrowed from space plasma physics.

The occurrence of low frequency, large scale ( k±a ~ 1 or n ._ 1 ) magnetic

fluctuations, along with high frequency, high mode number, small scale

broad-band ( k±a >>1 or n >> 1 ) magnetic turbulence, is commonly observed

in RFP experiments. Here, a is the minor radius of the plasma column, k± is

the perpendicular wave number_ and n is the toroidal mode number, defiled

as a = k ta. k t here is the wave number in the toroidal direction. The

macroscopic magnetic fluctuations, larger than their counterparts in

tokamaks by 2 orders of m_gnitude, can be adequately described by

magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). The origin of microscopic magnetic

turbulence, however, is not fully understocd. There are various proposed

theoretical models including resistive interchange instabilities, small scale

MHD instabilities, electron drift wave turbulence, etc.

2.1.1 Magnetic .Fluctuations Caused by MHD Instabilities

From the ideal (zero resistivity) MttD point of view, the RFP is a

favorable configuration against ideal instab:!lities. The RFP operates above
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the Kruskal-Shafranov limit and obtains MHD stability through wall and

shear stabilization of the plasma column..

The Suydam criterion 2 states that the high value of magnetic shear has a

stabilizing effect against localized pressure driven instabilities. The

1 dP _B_¢is the pitch. The
magnetic shear is defined as ( _ ) ( _ ), where P = r B o

RFP has the advantage of possessing high shear thrvughout the plasma

column compared to tokamak plasmas. The high magnetic shear localizes

the pressure driven modes. A stability at re!atively high fl (10- 30%) is thus

possible. Here fl is the ratio of plasma pressure p, and the total magnetic

8hp
pressure in the plasma, fl = B2.

The general criterion for stabilizing current driven instabilitie_ is

obtained by satisfying d_rr¢ 0 (no pitch minimum) throughout the plasma

minor radius in the RFP. The m = 1 long-wavelength current driven (kink)

instabilities, in particular, are stabilized by a conducting shell ,mrrounding

the plasma column. The effect of the shell is to provide an induced wall

current that adds magnetic pressure to the plasma column. The conducting

shell also exerts a limit on the field reversal parameter by the pinch stability

condition. 3

The resistive magnetohydrodynamics act::vity, on the other hand, with its
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large growth rate, can cause substantial magnetic field fluctuations and

turbulence. Furthermore, the non-linear interaction of resistive MHD

modes, resulting froin magnetic island overlapp between modes of different

resonant surfaces, is believed to be responsible for sustainment of the RFP

configuration. The non-linear coupling of modes could cause magnetic flux

surfaces to break-up, thus limiting the confinement. The study of MHD

instabilities in the RFF is very import, ant to the understanding of RFP

confine rut and transport, as well as coniinement and transport in general.

Three types of linear instabilities have been obtained theoretically from

MHD equations under the RFP mean field configuration. These equations

include tile effhct of finite resistivity, compressibility, and viscosity. The

instabilities are identified as: TEARING modes driven by a parallel current

density gradient, RESISTIVE INTERCHANGE modes (g-modes) driven by a

pressure gradient, and RIPPLING modes driven by a gradient in the

resistivity. It is wideiy believed that resistive tearing and perhaps

interchange instabilities drive the magnetic fluctuations in the RFP. The

contribution of rippling modes may not be important ibr RFPs Here we will

comment on the theoretical and experimental aspects of tearing and

interchange modes, respectively.
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In the RFP, where the safety factor q(r) decreases monotonically in radius,

a spectrum of m = 1 tearing modes with n < 20 and resonant surfaces inside

the reversal surface is destabilized by the resistive diffusion of tbe magnetic

configuration away from its minimum energy state. The diffussion results in

distortion of the magnetic field and the formation of magnetic islands near

the resonant surfaces of each individual mode. The resonant surfaces are

m
defined as the surfaces of a torus with r = rc,, such that q(rc) - n and m, n are

integers. On those resonant surfaces, a magnetic field line, leaving at any

point and traveling along the direction of the field line, will return to the

original point after circling the short circumference m times and the long

circunfference n times. An infinite number of such trajectories of field lines

maps out the resonant sulqa,ce at r = rc. We define the modes as internally

m
resonant if n is positive, meaning the mode resonant surface is between the

core and the reversal surface r_. The modes are externally resonant when m. n

is negative, meaning the mode resonant surface is outside of r8.

The importance of both internal and external m = 1 tearing modes is

discussed by Ho and Prager4. Magnetic fluctuations with very large

amplitudes (B - 1 - 2% ) and low frequency ( f < 50kttz in tile MST ) are

observed in many experiments. The characteristics of those fluctuations are
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in good agreement with the theoretical predictions of m = 1 non-linear

tearing instabilities. These modes dominate the fluctuation spectrum and

have global spatial structure.

Unlike the tokamak, where e,r_lyone or two linearly unstable tearing

modes exist, the RFP is likely to have many unstable m = 1, n > 1 modes

with their resonant surfaces inside the reversal surface. Because of the large

number of unstable modes and the close spatial proximity of their resonant

surfaces, strong nonlinear interactions among those modes dominate the

evolution of the fluctuation spectrum. As the quasi..steady state of

turbulence is reached, the n-spectrum is broadened with an increase of power

at high n. The spectral broadening, which is caused by nonlinear coupling

through the process of magnetic island overlap, extends the radial structure

of instabilities, causing global distortion of the magnetic field configuration.

This process also redistributes magnetic energy to higher n modes through m

= 0 modes. The physical consequence of nonlinear coupling is the formation

of a large region of stochastic magnetic field and the destruction of flux

surfaces between the plasma core and rs.

The nonlinear MHD process of m = 1 modes has been well developed

computationally. It is shown from a 3-D nonlinear MHD code5 that there
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existes a region near the core of the plasma column where magnetic flux

surfaces become stochastic. The stochastic core is produced by m = 1

magnetic island overlap. The radial extent of this region is dependent on the

pinch pm'ameter 0 ( 0 = _B__(a)).
<LCr>

Resistive interchange modes may sigl_.ificantly affect confinement in

RFPs. 6,7 Unlike their ideal counterparts, _hey can be excited even in the

presence of strong shear due to unfavorable average curvature of the RFP

configuration. The linear growth rates of resistive interchange modes are

larger than the linear growth rate of the tearing modes in high fl plasmas.

Resistive g-modes are believed to be localized at their resonant surfaces with

small radial coherence length )_r' RFP plasmas appear to have flat pressure

profiles with gradients largest near the edge. To maintain resonance with

the equilibrium magnetic field, the resistive g-mode fluctuations, or any

localized turbulence modes, at the plasma edge would be expected to have

larger n, and the value of n would have different signs on each side of the

reversal surface. The experimental evidence of resistive interchange modes

is scarse. The evidence of edge-localized magnetic turbulence and their mode

number spectra could be a great help in identifying resistive g-modes in

RF'Ps. According to one of the plasma turbulence models based on resistive-
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pressure-driven modes s, there exist two different turbulence scale lengths:

the magnetic fluctuation correlation length and the characteristic scale

length for electrostatic fluctuations ( L_ _ Lp ). This can have important

experimental implication_ in identifying the occurence of resistive

interchange modes.

2.1.2 Other Turbulence Models for Microscopic Magnetic Fluctuations in the

RFP

The origin of localized microscopic magnetic fluctuations ( k±a >> i, or n >>

1 for RFP ) can also be attributed to other plasma physics mechanisms

besides pressure-driven MHD instabilities.

Drift wave instabilities are considered one of the most likely causes of the

observed rrncroturbulence and anomalous transport in tokamaks. It can also

play an important role in causing the observed localized broad-band

magnetic turbulence in RFP plasmas since the experimental turbulence

frequencies and wavenumbers on RFP devices are in the proper range for

the drift wave model. Waltz has shown that 9 the magnetic contributions to

the drift wave turbulence and anomalous transpod, become more important
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i

as the plasma fl incre,_ses. Thus dl_ift wave turbulence in the RFP is likely

to become more significant compared with that in tokamak plasmas since

RFP plasmas in general have higher ft. Theoretical work on drift

instabilities in the RFP at high fl has progressed substantially since the early

work of theta-pinch experiments. 1°

Another possible candidate for the measured small-scale magnetic

fluctuations is the high fl branch of the rnicrotearing instability. Some recent

theoritical work -ll based on the mixing length analysis and the variational

calculation of the renormalized eigenmode equations has hinted at the

importance of these modes. It is shown that the magnetic fluctuation

saturation level and radial correlation length for such fluctuations is very

closely dependent on temperature and temperature scale length. This is

_B r .
because the expression for - is a strong function of the temperature

B 0

gradient diamagnetic frequency ¢o1",.The definition of coT will be given in

2.3.1.

2.2 Plasma Transport Induced By Magnetic Fluctuations

Since both global and localized magnetic fluctuations can cause
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significant distortion of flux surfaces, they may limit the plasma confinement

by transporting plasma particle and energy f_om the hot core to the cold edge

region. This is because the charged particles move much faster along the +J

magnetic field lines than across these lines. Due to their large radial extent

and comparatively high fluctuation level, global m = 1 tearing modes could

drive significant anomalous particle and energy losses. In RFP the

equilibrium profile of plasma and magnetic t,.arbulence can be closely
_

coupled. The spatial profiles of various plasma quantities govern the

existence and growth rates of fluctuations through MHD stability conditions.

Those MHD instabilities and magnetic turbulence in turn affect and modify

the equilibrium profile through plasma transport processes.

Small fluctuation_ in the electric and magnetic fields lead to small

fluctuations irl the particle's velocities and radial positions. This can lead to
i

transport of both particle an_ _nergy across the confining magnetic field. In

the low frequency limit ( co<< o)ci), the particle's radial velocity has the form:

Vr ---B-- -b B (2.1)

where Et is the fluctuating electric field normal to B, V//is the velocity of the
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particles along the unperturbed magnetic field, Br is the radial component of

the fluctuating magnetic field, and B is the equilibrium magnetic field

strength.

From (2.1), we obtain the particle flux due to the fluctuating field that, is a

function of the correlation between two fluctuating quantities. Then the

fltn_es < nV r > from the fluctuating fields and fluctuating radial velocity for

electrons and ions are respectively:

c < ne Et > < jez r>
Pe= _ eB (2.2)

c < n,i Et > < ji_l Br >
1_= B + eB (2,3)

F_ and [_:are tl_e electron and ion fluxes, r_,ispectively, jz_ and j_ are the

parallel current densities from electrons and ions, defined as j_ = -nqva, Ji_ =

nqvi!, and <> represents an ensemble average.

In equation (2.2) and (2.3), we see that the first terms on the right hand

side represent the particle fluxes from the elec_rostatic fluctuations due to

×B motion. The second terms involve magnetic-fluctuation-induced part.icle

transport. This thesis wilt fbcuse on the second term and will report some
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experimental measureinents of this term for RFP plasmas in the MST.

The transport mechanism of the second terms of (2.2) and (2.3) are

sometimes called transport by magnetic "flutter. "12 When radial magnetic

fluctuations B r are present, the field line trajectories will deviate from the

original flux surfaces that confine the plasma. As the result of such

deviations, each electron now has a radial velocity perturbation given by v r

B r

= vi, _'_. A portion of the rapid electron motion along the field lines is

converted into radial motion. When magnetic fluctuations centered at,

different radii or rational surfaces begin to overlap, a braiding of the field

lines begins. If the overlap is large enough that the magnetic flux surfaces

are essentially destroyed, then each field line trajectory wanders

stochastically away from its original location as it winds around the torus.

The electrons following these wandering field lines leave the plasma with

large speed. The radial transport can thus be enhanced.

Although (2.2) and (2.3) are widely u,_ed in interpreting anomalous

particle transport _4th magnetic "flutter", the equations themselves are more

general expressions, '['hey are valid even without the presence of stochastic

magnetic flux surfaces,

We also like to point out that the numerators of the second terms in (2.2)

...._."_'II! '' '_" "It'P' ',_ " IIIn_ I,_liq,d_,'i, ii, " i_fl" ' tlllr i ,i ' ,rq,P......... p,' llll .... IIq iii ....... _ Ill_llll ,ii i,ill,ll ',1,1 , ql' ,I.Ir, 'iii' 'rE,'i?i",,ll' I_I_ " ,_i,, "' 'I'IIP '111_illlt' "
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and (2.3) correspond to the magnetic tensor 1,erms that in turn may drive the

transverse flow. The plasma transverse flow is observerd irl many tokamaks

and RFPs, including MST.

The flow equation driven by turbulence is written as:

o3< v > B_ _ j__xB (2.4)Po c)t + Pi Po < V >-B- c

Here Po is the mass density, and Pi is the neoclassical viscous damping

frequency. The transverse cornponent of equation (2.4) is (in slab geometry):

Po ........-_[ ......+ Pi Po < Vy >BI_ = - c + c (2.5)

Note that the last term has the form of <j l/Br > if the parallel direction is z

direction and x is the radial direction.

lt has been demonstrated by some theoretical work 13 that, taking the Jx

being from convective flux, t,he first term on the right hand side of (2.5) is

connected with the Reynolds stress tensoc, < vx va, >, with the general

relation:
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c) < V y > o3 < Vx V y :_

- 0t -=" <-- 0x > (2.6)

in generating transverse flow. By the same token, we argue that the second

term on the right hand side in (2.5) is connected to the radial gradient of the
N

magnetic stress tensor, <B x By >, in generating flow. This can be done

simply by noticing that:

._. 0 B x _ (2.7)
PoJ_-- Oy " Ox

Then the < _z B._ > term in (2.5) becomes:

<j_B_> 1 [O<B_By> OB x c)B_
c =oC Ox ] (2.s

The first term in the square bracket at the right hand side is the xy

component of the magnetic stress tensor. It has the analogous form to the
N N

Reynolds stress < vx Vy > in (2.6).

2.3 Ambipolarity of Magnetic Fluctuation Induced Particle Fluxes
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It is obvious that the particle flux induced by electrostatic fluctuations is

always ambipolar since the speed of thee × B motion is the same for ions

and electrons. Magnetic fluctuation induced particle flux, on the other hand,

is not necessarily ambipolar since the flux of each species depends on the

thermal speed of that species. Magnetic fluctuation can induce net charged

particle transport if < j//B r > = < (j i "J e ) Br > ¢ 0, meaning the particle flux

is non-ambipolar. Whether the flux is ambipolar will depend on the

properties of magnetic turbulence.

Assuming the electrons and ions have the same temperature, Te = Ti,

then ve >>vi due to the mass dependence of the thermal speed of the particle.

If there is no electric field holding these electrons back, a very large electric

current could flow radially. As charge separation occurs, a radial electric

field E r will build up. In this section, the ambipolarity of magnetic

fluctuation induced flux will be discussed. Section 2.3.1 gives ambipolar

condition for externally induced magnetic fluctuations, and 2.3.2 gives the

condition for internal plasma fluctuations.

2.3.1 Ambipolarity of Flux Due To Externally Induced Magnetic Fluctuation
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If the magnetic fluctuations are introduced externally, as in the case of

external coil windings, we define them as externally induced fluctuations.

For those fluctuations, the mode frequency and amplitudes at the edge are

: given, and they are independent of the plasma parameters.

Callen has given the ambipolarity condition for particle flux induced by

external magnetic fluctuations. 12 He based his calculation on the high-mode-

number, drift-wave type magnetic turbulence. The magnetic component of

the drift wave is caused by the fluctuating cl:rrent produced by the difference

between the wave-induced perpendicular drifts of the ions and electrons.

From the linearized Vlasov equation, we have:

c) 3
v+n (vxfi). c ]

-q-[ V¢ . _ 1 o_ 1 c)A 0 ]fm (2.9)=M _-v+c(vxB1)'3-v + c c)t c)v

where C is the collision operator, f can be decomposed, into an adiabatic part

~ q_fm _ )3/2 E- qplus a non-adiabatic part, f - - T + g' with fm = 1"re( exp[- ( T
• my2 1 3A

)] , and c= 2 + q0' The fluctuating fields are: g =- V_- c ( -_- ) andB1 --
A ' A B

V x A,n is the unit vector in the direction of B,n = -_, and 1"2is the cyclotron
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eB
frequency, _ = _-_-.

To calculate the resonant electron distribution function in the presence of

the magnetic "flutter", we take the lowest order of the drift kinetic equation

CO ,'-" ,'_

(2.4). Assuming_ <<1 and that f, _ and B r are proportional to exp[ i ( n0-

m 0- cot ) ], the specific form for g is:

(_ q f,n A/gs)V//Jo( k±v±(_+v, fi.V- C)g =-i( co- ai_)-_-[_s)- c --_-)] (2.10)

c7e dln ne
dln fm ), and co,= ky ( _ ) dr is the diamagnetic frequency,Here a_,= co,( dln n _--

Jo is 0th order Bessel Function, and s is the unit length along the gyro orbit.

The result in (2.10) is obtained by averaging the lowest order of (2.9) over a

gyroperiod.

As stated above, the magnetic part of the drift, wave is connected with j l/

kiv± k±vz
generated f_om vi of the charged particles. Taking Jo(----_--) ~ I for (--_:) ~

0, and noticing that [_r= iky_4H'the relation in (2.10) becomes:

co

• - =- - - v//(_-)( 1- _,-_-) (2.11)

For a complete derivation of (2.10) and (2.11), refer to the references by
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Callen 12 and Tang et. al. 14

Equation (2.11) gives an explicit expression for the perturbed distribution

function due to the drift-wave turbulence. The two terms on the right hand

side give the contributions from electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations,

respectively. We label them as ge and gin" The following discussions are

focused on gm only.
N

Integrating the B r term in (2.11) over the characteristic time, and

Br dx
noticing that v//( -_- ) = d-i' we have gm as:

O_ ___n t , d x 'gm _- Eei_ (1- -_, ) _ dt (-d--_) exp[ -i ( o)+ iv ) ( t - t ) ] (2.12)

dx 2 z 2 zRN
Now we take _ as periodic in time with period T6 =w _ and also

005 VI
1

assume x = x o + -4-A sino)6t, then,

CO 1
g,n =-- E e"ic_t( 1 - --_'_:co c-_ ) ( _ A ) { sinw_t- i [ co+ iv ] cosw_t } (2.13)• 095

N

Br
Here A is the island width that is proportional to I -B--I2 vii, o)6 =_-_, v is the

collision frequency and C is taken from the Krook collisional model.

The induced particle flux is calculated from the velocity-space moment of
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the drift-kinetic equation by:

Era < _dZv [ vii ( Br-= B- ) ] ga > (2.14)

Here <> represents a spatial average over the radial extent of each mode.

Substituting ga from (2.13) into (2.14), one gets

1 1 )2gae -- E ( v+ r)CO= ¢Omn

dlnne e d q_ ¢oeB dln n ,

x ne [ dr" " T dr " ckyTe dr "] (2.15)

in which wren are the set of rational-surf'ace drift frequencies occurring

within the plasma and _,is the growth rate oi' the modes.

The alnbipolarity of the particle flux from magnetic fluctuations is not

reached automatically. The flux is ambipolar only when the right hand side

edO
of (2.10) becomes zero. The physical scenario of this is the electric field T dr

due to the charge separation balances the other two terms in square

parentheses. This chm'ge separation is caused by tile unequal thermal speed

of electrons and ions. Thus the condition for ambipolar diffusion is:
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e dC Wren dln ne
T ctr - ( 1- ) dr (2.16)co,.

The relation in (2.16) can be written ::n the form of a force balance

equation:

dln n eBo (9

vEx = "Pe ("--d-_ )" ( --_ ) (" ky ) (2.17)

In (2.17), the first term on the right side represents the effect of the Vp

force resulting from the charged particle build up or depletion. The second

term is the additional force required from the transverse rotation. The net

effect of these two terms balances the force from the electric field on charged

particles.

2.3.2 Ambipolarity of Flux due to Internal Plasma Normal Modes

If the magnetic fluctuations are not imposed externally, but from the

intrinsic modes generated by plasma instabilities, the electric field criteria in

(2.16) can not guarantee ambipolarity.
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r

The previous ambipolarity relation (2.161) can be written in the form of a

dispersion relation:

me*- o) - wE = 0 (2.18)

cE x

with wE = ky (-B--o) the electric field associated Doppler-shift frequency.

Because of the fact that for intrinsic normal modes, the mode frequencies

are Doppler shifted by wE, the left hand side of (2.18) becomes independent of

wE and the ambipolar condition is independent of the radial electric field E o.

R. E. Waltz 15 has considered the intrinsic normal modes, under the

conditions: 1) the modes are localized near their singular surfaces; 2) BH= 0.

He shows that the particle flux induced by this type of magnetic fluctuation,

indeed satisfies an ambipolarity condition, independent of radial electric

field. However, he did not demonstrate that the flux is pointwise ambipolar,

but only that _ ( Fi - [_ )dx = 0 when integrated over the radial extent of the

mode width.

Consider the kinetic equation for a distribution function f of electrons,

~ 1
where f = fm + f with f,n = n e ( )-3/2 exp[ -( E ) ]. Here E = -_mv 2.

The linear Vlasov equation becomes:
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[ _+ v. V+m(E0+cBo ). Vv]?

V
e(E+ B).V v fm +[C(f)'<c(f)>] (2.19)-'m c

where

e v Bo ).Vr _ (2.20)C(f ) = m ( E° + c

and the perturbed fields are derived from

N

~ ~ 10,4
E =-V ¢ + c-_ (2.21)

B = V x A (2.22)

The field must satisfy Poisson's and Ampere's equations,

- V2_ = 4z Zp (2.23)
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- V2A = 4z ]_z (2.24)

Fourier analysis in frequency co and wavenumber ky, followed by

integration over unperturbed particle orbits with constants of motion x v = x

l)y 1
+ --and c = -_ my 2 + e¢o_X),and then gyrophase averaging, gives the linear

wc

response as
q

ef m (, T
~ W - CO,) j2[ "_.k(x).vz
fk(x) = "-'-T { _k(X)" W'- k:v_+ i_ oL c' Ab(x) ] } (2.25)

eB o x
where w' = w + WE,we = _'mc'Jo is the Bessel fimction, and k z = ky ( _ ) with

L_ the shear length for the magnetic field B o.

The turbulent collision operator is then:

~ e v B_(x) ).V v - x) (2.26)< C(f) > =m _ (E*k(x)+ c fk'

where, represents complex conjugate.

The flux of particles induced by fluct_ations is calculated by taking

successive velocity moments of equation (2.25). Taking the 0rh order

momentum f du (1) gives the particle continuity equation:
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-_-+ -_- = 0 (2.27)

where n = _ dv ( fm ) and Fx = nv x - _ dv ( vx fm )" The _ dv ( mvJm ) moment

gives the y momentum equation

m Ot + o_ + ---c-Bo = Ry (2.28)

where Ry- _ d v < C("f) > ( mvyf m )is the y momentum input from the

and Pxy = _ dv ( vx vy fm ) is the stress tensor. It is easy toperturbed field,

show that:

where ok =_dv ( e f k ) and j zk =_dv ( e vz'fk ),

The equation of x momentum similar to (?.23) is

ar_ OPxx er"
E --_ =R x (2.30)rn --d + _ "en Ox'cB ° .
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with

Exk + _ (Jzk _ ) (2,31)• ¢

Assu,ning the only time-dependent con.tributio,_ to Fu is from a time-

dependent Eox x B omotion,and writing (2.30) as

_I_. e_
m -_-- enea,: - c-Bo= 0 (2.32)

, '0the particle flux obtained h'om (2 28)using (..32)is

F,"= _Znk ( e _-_*k--) + e B o ) + "-_-Ea,_ eBo _ (2.33). Bo _ ( j zk Bxk e2mn . c OP_

The first term in (2.33) is thee x B flow induced by the electrostatic

perturbation. This term is always ambipol:ar. The second term is the flow

induced along the perturbed magnetic Held, The third term is the

polarization drift tllat is sizable for the lc)ns, The last term contains the

effect of viscous stress.

For externally imposed magnetic perturbations, Bxk is given and co is

=
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assumed to be real. It can be shown that the condition for particle flux to be

ambipolar is the same as (2.16). For externally imposed magnetic

perturbations, it is possible to make the species have equal flow by adjusting

Eox so that the net charged particle flow is zero.

In the case of intrinsic no,-wnal modes, Bxk is not given, and to can be a

complex quantity. To solve the ambipolarity condition, one needs to go back

to (2.33), and write j as a function of B and E governed by Ampere's Law.

Assuming B H= 0, then

Jx = "4zE'ox (2.34)

and

=V_,4 (2.35)

Then (2.26) becomes

mi .-, B xk c O_

j_[ 1 +(___e)( )] "B-_-o( ) " (2.36)•
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¢ )v2
with %e the electron plasma frequency defined as ( me .

Next we consider Jx from the magnetic fluctuations only. The current will

j zkB.,_k= 0 The current flow is considerably reducedflow radially unless _ -" - * .
mi

by the ion polarization drift since ( -_ ) ( m ) >> 1 for typical plasma
.O:e me

parameters as addressed by some early theoretical work is.

'g, ~q_

For local normal modes, < _ j zk.Bxk> is zero because

~ ", Ldx "-:. "',
Re < j zk B.,:k> = _-L2L- Re( j zkB.,:k)

_._ dx c_L.( __ ~,= _ Re [ 4 z " _ ) Azk iky Azk ]

C ky Im ( -_-A_k ~*' )IL (2L)1 = 0 (2.37)= " -- AzkJ " ..L4z

~

since A disappears at x = L. Here L is the length that is larger than the

mode radial extent.

2.4 Other Experimental Works

In this section, measurement of low frequency magnetic field fluctuations
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will be reviewed. Magnetic fluctuations have long been observed in

stabilized pinch discharges. In early experiment on ZETA and the MK-IV

torus, clear evidence of principally m = 1 kink modes was obtained. This

review includes neither of these early results, nor large sawteeth

disturbances, as seen for high O discharges in ZT-40M at Los Alamos 17. The

review emphasizes the results from the later generation of machines with

medium to high RFP plasma parameters. The lack of transport

measurements from magnetic fluctuations presented in this review does not

diminish the importance of it.

OHTE

One of the early measurements of magnetic fluctuations was made on the

OHTE RFP device at General Atomics. is The observed fluctuation spectrum

had a dominant peak at m = 1, n ~ 10. The oscillation frequency was close to

the diamagnetic drift frequency. The phase velocity was opposite to the

applied external electric field, that is in the direction of electron diamagnetic

drii_ velocity for the RFP edge plasma.

The fluctuation amplitude profile was measured over the plasma minor

radius. This profile was compared with a l:_near calculation of the internal
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resistive kink (tearing) mode profile. The measured profile was in good

agreement with the dominant tearing mode profile.

The amplitude of B was folmd as a function of magnetic Reynolds number

S A scaling relation B S.1/e• _ ~ was obtained within the experimental

uncertainties•

Magnetic fluctuation measurements were done later with the thick

conducting shell removed on OHTE. 19,2° MHD activities measured were

similar for both the thick conducting shell and thin resistive shell. A new

feature, with the modes localized toroidally, was seen on magnetic

fluctuations with a thin resistive shell. This so called "slinky" mode is

believed to be the result of phase locking oi:'several internal resistive kink

modes due to nonlinear mode coupling. It is postulated that the formation of

these modes drives the plasma toward the Taylor relaxed state.

ETA- BETA II

Magnetic field fluctuations have been studied in the ETA-BETA II RFP

device in Padova, Italy as a function of density, time and radius. 21 Two sets

of internal magnetic coils measuring all 3 components were inserted

horizontally along the minor radius of the torus.
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The r.m.s, values of the magnetic fluctuations at several frequency

intervals versus filling density were obtained to study the variation of

fluctuation versus density. Different components exhibit a similar behavior,

and the amplitude of higher frequency ( f > 5 0 kHz ) fluctuations shows a

rapid decay with increasing filling density, whereas the lower frequency

amplitude varies only a little with density. This result also suggested that

the behavior of high frequency fluctuations versus density was independent

of the mean field configuration.

For all three components, the lower frequency portion exhibits a longer

radial (transverse) correlation length ( > 3cre ) than the higher frequency

portion ( ~ lcm ). The radial dependence of the correlation length was found

to be weak.

The general features of the measured low frequency fluctuations were

compared with MHD calculation. A strong _imilarity between the measured

si_,nal and resistive MHD rhodes was found in the time and space variation

of the modes. Using the Rechester-Rosenbluth transport mechanism, 22 the

calculated energy confinement time is the same as the experimental value.

HBTX.lA
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An array of edge magnetic coils has been used to measure the magnetic

fluctuation structure in the HBTX-lA RFP at Culham Laboratory in the

UK. 23 Statistical analysis techniques have been applied to the measured

data. The measured fluctuations have poloidal mode numbers dominated by

0 and 1 low frequency modes. The main peak in the n-spectrum is n ~ 10

internally resonant modes. Also seen is a large, coherent rotation of the

magnetic perturbation with a rotating frequency close to the diamagnetic

drift frequency. The magnetic perturbations correspond qualitatively with

the expectations of resistive MHD instabilities.

The island width of the leading m = 1 modes estimated from measured B r
CO

is rather large (a > 30% ), and the magnetic field lines are calculated to be

stochastic due to island overlapping. The est!mated energy confinement time

from destroyed flux surfaces gives _:E~ 50 ,_, similar to tile experimental

result.

TPE.1RM15

Magnetic fluctuations on the TPE-1RM15 RFP device in the

Electrotechnical Laboratory in Japan have been reported. 24 The work focuses

on the measurement of MHD magnetic fluctuations during dynamo activity
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and its effect on plasma energy confinement. A large number of magnetic

pickup coils are positioned between the liner and the shell covering a section

of the toroidal and poloidal circumferences oi' the torus.

It was discovered that for high O discharge conditions, few ( often only

one or two ) m = 1 dominant modes grow to large amplitude, until a sudden

transition occurs in which the peak of the n spectrum is shifted. High n

modes are excited. This is believed to be the result of nonlinear coupling of

m = 1, An = 1 modes to generate m = 0 toroidal flux. Low O discharges show

qualitatively the same characteristics, such as mode growth, generation of

high n modes, and n spectrum broadening, although differences on the

number of dominant modes and time scales exist.

The effect of dominant MHD m = 1 modes on energy corC_nement has

been investigated. By ramping the plasma current down from some initial

higher level, the discharges were kept with the same O and fl values, but

with lower MHD activity as required by the dynamo effect. The global

confinement time is improved by about a factor of 1.5. Inverse energy

confinement time TE1 is observed to depend on the r.m.s, value of the m = 1

fluctuation amplitudes. The dependence of fluctuation level on Reynolds

B
number is found to be --B~ S I/3.
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Chapter 3' Experimental Apparatus and Current Density

Diagnostics

This chapter gives a brief description of the MST device, and the

diagnostics used in measuring plasma current density. This diagnostic

apparatus is called the "forked" probe. Emphasis is given to the unique

features of both the MST device and the "forked" probe.

3.1 Madison Symmetric Torus

The Madison Symmetric Torus 1 (MST) is a reversed field pinch device

that is large in size, moderate in plasma parameters. One of the

experimental goals of the MST device is to study the edge plasma physics

involving turbulence and transport. This section gives a brief description of

MST, interested readers can refer to Reference I for detail on this feature.

MST is a torus with 1.5 m major radius and 52 cm minor radius. The

machine has a 5 cm thick aluminum shell acting as the stabilizing

conducting shell, the toroidal field winding, and the vacuum chamber. The

shell has two (1 poloidal, 1 toroidal) gaps to allow the magnetic fields to
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penetrate into the shell. Magnetic field errors are expected to be significant

at the gap due to discontinuity of the image current flowing at the inner wall

of the shell during the discharge. Much work on design, correction, and

feedback has been and will be done to eliminate or minimize the field errors

at the gaps. 2

The shell also serves as the conducting boundary that is required 3 for

linear MHD stability of the equilibrium magnetic field configuration. Both

experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the RFP plasma can

not sustain its equilibrium magnetic field configuration against gross MHD

instability without the close conducting boundary.

The conducting wall is also a part of the toroidal field circuit. This is

done by running a current from the toroidal field power supply through the

conducting shell. Doing so eliminates the usual ripple effect caused by the

toroidal field windings. The eliminatior, of toroidal field coils on the

conducting shell also makes it easier for diagnostic access to the machine.

The poloidal field is provided by three field windings: continuity

winding, bias winding and poloidal field winding. The continuity winding is

to reduce the field distortion at the gap caused by the back-flowing surface

current at the outer surface of the conducting shell. Besides the poloidal
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field winding providing the confinement field, the bias winding is to add a

bias flux to the core in order to achieve the maximum flux swing of 2 Volt-

Seconds.

The Ohmic heating field is provided by a 2 Volt-Second iron core

transformer with a 20 turn primary winding.

Fig 3.1 shows a side view of MST. Marly structures mentioned above are

illustrated.

On the bottom of the aluminum shell are 192 small holes for vacuum

pumping. The reason for having a large number of small holes rather than a

fe_ - large pumping holes is to minimize the field error caused by the holes.

Because the conducting shell carries currents, the presence of large pumping

holes would cause significant field distortion at the boundary. For the same

reason there are no large diagnostic port holes on the machine. The largest

holes for diagnostics are 11.4 cm in diameter.

MST is a machine built primarily for studying physics issues, such as

plasma turbulence and transport, field error reduction, edge physics, high-fl

plasma confinement, etc. It is not a device that is expected to reach fusion

reactor conditions. This device is receivir_g great interest from the RFP

research program world wide, and is an important supplement to the next
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Fig. 3.1 The side views ofMadison Symmetric Torus.
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generation of large size, high plasma pal ameter machines such as the RFX

that is beginning operation in Italy. Some key plasma parameters obtained

in MST are: plasma current Ip = 600 k_ .electron density ne = 2 x 1019 m "3,

electron temperature Te = 400- 500 eV, io:c_temperature Ti = 500 eV, average

fl ~ 10% and confinement time z_:= 1 ms.

3.2 Diagnostics For Turbulence and _ransport Studies

3.2.1 Current Density Diagnostics (Forked Probe)

Direct measurement of the plasma current density is difficult. Current

density fluctuation measurement is even harder. There have been few

reports of equilibrium j measurement. To ollr knowledge, there has been no

report of j measurements at all. On the other hand, j and j are very

important quantities involved in obtaining the magnetic fluctuation induced

particle flux, as described by (2.2) arLd (2.3). This thesis describes some of

the work involving current density fluctual_ion measurements done on the

MST reversed field pinch. This section gives a brief description of the

diagnostics used to measure plasma current density and current density
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fluctuations on MST. The main diagnostic apparatus is a multi-coil

magnetic probe, called a "forked" probe. We focus our descriptions on the

unique features of the "forked" probe that differentiates it from the

conventional magnetic probe.

The "forked" probe consists of 8 magnetic pick-up coils placed in 2

stainless steel tubes with 4 coils in each one (Fig. 3.2). The tube has a 3/16"

O.D. with a 0.005" thick wall. The tubes also act as the electrostatic shield

for the probe. The magnetic pick-up coils are mounted in the tube with the

help of small coil holders made fi'om machinable ceramic that have been

1.7 cm Boron Nitride

Stainless Steel

Fig. 3.2 The structuare of the "forked" probe for current density
measurement.
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baked for over 10 hrs at 2000 °C. The 2 tubes are 1.7 cm apart, leaving an

open area in between to allow plasma current to flow. On the outside of the

stainless steel tubes are Boron-Nitride tubes of 3/8" O.D. and 0.0625" thick

wall. The boron-nitride tubes serve as the particle shield and heat shield of

the probe.

First, let us review some of the basics ,_fmeasuring magnetic field by

magnetic pick-up coils. Magnetic probes usually consist of magnetic field

pick-up coils, or sometimes called magnetic _,_ensingcoils. Each coil is a wire

ibrming a closed loop. For the purpose of amplification, the coil usually has

more than one turn. According to Ampere's'. law, the voltage at the open

ends of the loop is dependent of the time rate of change of the magnetic flux

encircled by the loops, that is:

d cb dB
dt =A -d-t-= V (3.1) "

is the magnetic flux, and A is the total area of the coil.

When placed in a plasmas with fluctuating electromagnetic fields, a

voltage signal could be obtained at a sensing coil due to the change of

magnetic flux encircled by the coil. This change of flux is caused by the
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dB
change of magnetic field ( c/T _ 0 ). The voltage signals are then seat to

electronic analog integrators. The integrators are designed such that the

output si_,o'nalis the analog integral of the input signals.

Fig. 3.3 is the schematic diagram of the procedure for measuring

magnetic fields using pick..up coils.

The probe is usually aligned in such a way that the first and the third

coils from the probe tip on each SS tube measure the toroidal field, with the

open area between the two tubes facing the, poloidal direction. The second

coil measures radial magnetic field, and the fourth measures poloidal field.

[ iProbe ~ 0.5kHz 300kHz
o

High-frequency B amplifiers ¢q
oO

li, H- _

Analog Integrators

Fig. 3.3 The system configuration of data taking and analyzing
used in the "forked" probe experiment.
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This alignment is for measuring poloidal current density that is close to the

JHand j l/in the RFP plasma edge.

According to Ampere's law: Vx B = Po]. The measurement of j can be

obtained by measuring the spatial gradient of various components of B.

Experimentally, this spatial gradient approach requires very high accuracy

irl measuring B and spatial distances.

The current density can then be obtained by taking the gradient of the

measured field strength within this array. Most of the previous methods

implementing single cylinder type of probes have a generic fault due to the

fact that there is no plasma current flowing through the coil array. The

continuous flow of plasma current is blocked by the probe. The structure of

this "forked" shape, in contrast, has an open space in the middle of the coil

array. This open area allows the current to flow through the middle of the

coil array when the probe is inserted into the plasma during the experiment.

Fig 3.4(a) shows schematically how cur:cent density measurements are

done using the "forked" probe. The coils are placed at locations marked 1, 2,

3, and 4. Coil #1 and #3 are on the same probe lead (same SS tube) and

radially displaced, as are coils 2 and 4. Onl:y the coils aligned toroidally are

labeled in Fig. 3.4(a). The two leads aretoroidally displaced when measuring
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#1 _ #3

(_) poloidal

toroidal _ #2 _ #4

(a)

,,,,, ,,= ,,, ......

be/Poloidal Cut

(b)

Fig. 3.4 (a) A schematic structure of "forked" probe for
measuring current density; (b) The probe is inserted
vertically (from the top) into the plasmas.
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poloidal current density.

Tile current density j is obtained by measuring the gradients of B using

Ampere's law: V x B = PaJ.Taking the poloidal component of j, we have'

3Br 1 _S r

mo]p = _ "'R ( --3-_) (3.2)

To obtain equilibrium PoJp, we take AB1= B(coil #1) - B(coil #4), _2 = B(coil
(ABI+AB 2)

#2) - B (coil #3), and then AB = 2 . In the above discussion, the

contribution from the second term to jp is neglected because the equilibrium

radial magnetic field is very small.

To obtain fluctuating/doj p we also need to measure the second term of

(3.2) because B r is comparable to the other two components. On the "forked"

probe, we have two Br coils toroidally separated, giving the value of the

second term for j.

The method of j measurement using the "forked" is a close analog to the

method of measuring j using the Rogowskii coil set. The coil array on the

"forked" probe simulates a discrete portion of the Rogowskii coil set.

The size of each sensing coil is 2.5 mm in diameter, and the distance

between two adjacent coils of the same orierhtation is 1.1 cre. This gives Ax >
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1.1 cm, where Ax is the differential distance wheri taking the gradient. Since

the coil size is much smaller than Ax, the spatial resolution of the j

measurement can be optimized to the sub-centimeter range.

The absolute calibration of magnetic coils of the "forked" probe is done

utilizing the Helmholtz coil set. By inserting the "forked" probe into the

cavity of the Helmholtz set and applying a sinusoidal wave signal to the

Helmholtz coil, the pick-up coils of the probe measure a voltage:

04_ OB A 0
Vout =" "_ = "Aeff"-_ =" efr o)t [ Bsin(to t+a) ]

=- Aeff [ c_)Bcos(o)t+a) ] (3.3)

so that

I Voutl =AeffWl Bi =kAefftol WinI (3.4)

where Aeff is the effective area of the pick-up coil that needs to be calibrated,

and k is some known constant coefficient relating Vin with B for the

Helmholtz set.
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Vout
As the frequency o_of the applied sinusoidal voltage varies, the ratio V.

La

varies linearly with o)according to (3.4). From this linear relation, we get a

very. accurate result for Aef/, Fig. 3.5 shows a typical example of such a linear

relation. The slope of this curve is proportional to the effective area of the

coil. The absolutely calibrated effective areas of the "forked" probe coils are

about 1.60- 1.62 cm 2. This is very close to the physical area of the coil (nr 2 x

No. of tun_s). The systematic error in calibration is small ( -1% ).

"{¢TOU t

The calibration linear relation between VTn and co does not hold fbr ali
' You t

frequencies. At veIs, high frequency, the measured _ is smaller than the

I v J I I i I I v I _ v v' I I I I_Li''v I_'l [ v"'"'/' I __'l_l_l Iv _ I w I v ! v_'l l]r v v !

4 Y = 0.043666 + 0.082836x R= 0.99995

Q

;> 2

1

0 -
0 10 20 30 40 50

Frequency (kHz)

Fig 3.5 A typical plot of the calibration fit-curve for magnetic
pick-up coils on the"forked"probe.
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value expected by the linear relation. This is because the conducting

(Stainless-Steel) shields restricts the penetration of high frequency

electromagnetic fields, limiting the fields within a skin depth layer of the

conductors. This causes a reduction of signal amplitude and a large

frequency shift of the signals.

Upon insertion into the vacuum chamber, the probe has to be aligned

relative to the coordinates of the machine. This is done by firing vacuum

shots with only the toroidal field. The shots produce nearly uniform toroidal

magnetic field across the minor radius of the chamber. An alignment with

high precision can be accomplished by fixing the coils at such an angle that

the B t pick-up coils detect maximum vacuum fieldsignals while the Bp coils

detect minimum signals. We e_timate the experimental uncertainty in

angular alignment is 0.5% - 1%. The vacuum toroidal field shots can also be

used to double check the relative calibration ofAef f by measuring the ratio of

signals among all the coils.

Due to the small signal level f_om the magnetic pickup coils, the output

signals are amplified. The electronic frequency responses of these signal

amplifiers will affect the frequency characteristics of the measured signals.

The stainless steel shields on the probe also affect the frequency response as
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stated above. The designed frequency response of the electronics is to fiat

between 1 kHz and 300 kHz. The high frequency cutoff caused by the shield

is around 200 kHz.

3.2.2 Other Diagnostics for Turbulence and Transport Studies

There are many other diagnostics incorporated in the experiment for

measuring magnetic fluctuations and transport flux induced by these

fluctuations, as well as the electrostatic fluctuation induced transport flux.

There are a large number of magnetic pick-up coils residing on the inner wall

of the conducting shell of MST forming arrays in both the poloidal and

toroidal directions. These coil sets provide a good reference data base for the

work of this thesis, and they are described in detail in reference 4. The

results of measuring electrostatic fluctuation induced transport have been

presented elsewhere. 5
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Chapter 4: Measurement of Plasma Current Density and Current

Density Fluctuations

This chapter presents the results of measuring plasma current density

and current density fluctuations in MST using the "forked" probe described

in Chapter 3. Section 4.1 describes the measurement of equilibrium current

density at the edge of MST. The application of equilibrium j measurement in

other experiments is presented. We will show that the "forked" probe indeed

measures plasma current density, and it can be used in many important

experiments involving current density modification. Section 4.2 describes

the measurement of current density fluctuations for edge RFP plasmas. The

result agrees with the global tearing mode simulation at low frequencies.

4.1 Equilibrium Current Density Measurement in MST

4.1.1 Parallel Current Density Measurement in MST

Since the current density in the parallel direction is the most importap_t

one for the study of confinement and transport, much of the work in this

thesis is focused on the measurement of j//. Furthermore, the parallel
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direction is very close to the poloidal direction for the edge of RFP plasmas.

This is because the mean toroidal field goes to zero at the reversal surface

while the poloidal field remains at some large value. The j_ and JH

measurements are approximated by jp and j p measurement.

Figure 4.1 shows the time evolution of the equilibrium parallel (poloidal)

current density measured by the "forked" probe. The signal at each radial

position is averaged over five identical shots to reduce the "sawtooth"

oscillations. The equilibrium toroidal current density is also measured, and

its amplitude is smaller by at least a factor of 4. All the data were taken for

discharges with Ip = 220 kA and F = - 0.15. F here is the field reversal
Br(a)

parameter defined as: F = _t>.

Recently, there has been some work on the current density measurement

accomplished on MST by using a movable Rogowskii probe. 1 The probe has a

small Rogowskii coil ( 2cre in diameter ) mounted at the tip of the probe. The

general characteristics of the measured equilibrium current densities by the

two methods are very similar.

The plasma current density is one of the critical quantities in studying
p

plasma confinement. With the help of reliable current density diagnostics

such as the "forked" probe, many of the important experiments involving
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modification of the current density profile, current density injection, etc.,

could be performed with much better control. One such experiment is the

pulsed-poloidal-ohmic-heating experiment.

4.1.2 Current Density Measurement During PPOH Experiment

The purpose of the pulsed-poloidal-ohmic-heating (PPOH) experiment is

to flatten the current density profile at the edge of the RFP plasma. This

will hopefully stabilize the global tearing instabilities. In normal RFP

discharges the profile of _//( _H- "'d_'B) has a large gradient near the edge of, - B 2

the RFP plasma. This is partly due to the strong shear of the B profile and

partly due to the small j// resulting from high resistivity near the edge. If, by

some experimental means, one is able to increase locally the edge j/_ then ]V

)[,/ I would be reduced. This could affect the stability and the growth rate of

d_//
global tearing modes that obtain their free energy from d-r-"

The actual experimental procedure of PPOH is to add a pulsed, high

voltage across the toroidal gap after the RFP plasmas are well established.

This voltage is applied all the way around the long circumference of the torus

to maintain the toroidal symmet.ry. This pulsed voltage generates a large

poloidal current flowing at the inner wall of tile conducting shell. This
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current in turn induces a corresponding poloidal current sheet in the edge of

the plasma column. The direction of the induced shell current is in the

direction to increase the field reversal at the plasma edge.

Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 are illustrations of the experimental setup and the

circuit used in this experiment. The cond_.tions of the plasma discharges

used for the PPOH experiments are: Ip = 220 kA, n ~ I x 10 I9 m "3. For

hardware reasons, this experiment can only be performed with the toroidal

magnetic field kept at zero right at the wall. This is done by toggling the

switch $2 in Fig. 4.3 off when starting the discharge. So these are F= 0

discharges without the pulsed poloidal current. At 20 ms into the discharge,

the power supply for the current pulse is turned on, giving a high voltage

pulse at the toroidal gap of the torus.

Fig. 4.4 shows the time evolution of several important plasma quantities.

They are (from top to bottom): toroidal gap voltage (Vtg), average toroidal

flux (< B t >), toroidal magnetic field at the wall (Bt(a)) and poloidal plasma

current density (]'p). At 2 0 ms, ali quantities in Fig 4.4 show dramatic

changes COITesponding to the voltage pulse at the poloidal gap. The top trace

is the toroidal gap voltage. A large negative voltage pulse is applied to the

gap by the power supply at 20 ms ibr this experiment. This reduces the
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Fig. 4.3 The electric circuit used in the Vtg-pulser experiment.
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the toroidal gap voltage, the averaged toroidal magnetic
flux, the toroidal magnetic field at the wall, and the
poloidal plasma current density measured by the

"forked" probe.
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overall toroidal flux as shown by the < B t > trace. The reduction is due to the

negative magnetic flux generated at the edge, shown by the Bt(a) trace. The

bottom trace is jp near the edge measured by the "forked" probe. It has a

sudden increase as the pulsed current is applied.

Fig 4.5 is a typical time trace of the poloidal current density measured by

the "forked" probe. The signals are averaged over five shots with nearly

identical discharge conditions. We see thatjp is very similar to that in Fig.

4.1 except for the sudden increase at 20 ms as the Vtg-pulser is fired.

To see the profile flattening effect of the pulsed poloidal current, the

values of jp at several radial positions near the plasma edge are plotted in

Fig. 4.6. Fig. 4.6 (a) and (b) are the partial profiles ofjp before and after the

pulsed current induced respectively.

Before the PPOH power is turned on, the parallel current density profile

is peaked _th decreasing j//towards the edge. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.6

(a). This profile is maintained for many milli-seconds by the dynamic process

associated with the "dynamo". As the power supply pulses, the jp profile has

a "bump" appearing at the very edge. Thus the profile at this edge region

is significantly flattened as shown in Fig. 4.6 (a). As time progresses, this

"bump" propagates inward, as indicated in Fig. 4.6 (b). This inward
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propagation of current density is probably caused by the diffusion process.

The diffusion rate is ~ 20 m-s "!.

We have demonstrated through the PPOH experiment the importance of

the "forked" probe as a relia_ie current density diagnostic tool. Further

studies of current driving and current injection for the RFP plasmas in the

future would largely depend on the current density diagnostics with high

accuracy. The "forked" probe is one such diagnostic, subject to many

improvements though.

4.2 Current Density Fluctuation Measurement on the MST

To study the anomalous transport of plasma particles induced by

magnetic fluctuations, it is critically important to measure the plasma

current density fluctuations. The expressions of particle fluxes obtained in

equations (2.2) and (2.3) predict a direct dependence of these fluxes on the

parallel current density fluctuations, and their coherence with radial

magnetic field fluctuations. Current density fluctuation measurements also

provide an additional tool for identifying the modes of magnetic fluctuations.

In this section, we report the measurement of parallel current density
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fluctuations performed on MST. The transport study from measuredj and b

is presented in chapter 6.

Figure 4.7 shows a time trace of the fluctuating poloidal cre'rent density

measured by the "forked" probe. The data were taken for a typical RFP

plasma shot with Ip = 220 kA. Also shown are three components of the

magnetic fluctuations measured by the same probe. Coherent oscillatory

structures with f~ 15 kHz appear on the time traces of all B and j.

Fig 4.8 is the fi'equency power spectrum of j p at r = 46 cre. The result is

obtained by a statistical spectral analysis method discussed in the Appendix.

The number of terms used in the ensemble average is 256. These 256 data

points correspond to 0.5 ms of signal. A strong peak with f~ 15 kHz is seen

corresponding to the coherent structure in Fig. 4.7. The jp power spectrum

indicates that more than 90% of the power is from the fluctuations with f <

50 kHz. This is consistent with the resistive tearing mode predictions. The

spectrum becomes broader than the magnetic fluctuation spectra at high

frequency, probably due to the non-linear dispersion relation between co and

k. This is because j(o_) ~ k(co)B(¢o)and k(¢o)is in general broader as co

increases. From the power spectrum, the amplitude of_p is obtained at ~ 15

kA/m 2.
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The fractional fluctuation amplitude of plasma current density is

J. _J_a
ealeulated as- ~ . ~ 8 - 10% from Fig. 4,,1 and 4.8. The toroidal current

J J,
density fluetuation is about one third to one half of the poloidal current

density fluctuation. The measured j p amplitude is a strong function of
N

plasma radius. The j p amplitude increases rapidly as the probe is moved

inward.

The level of the eurrent density fluetuation fraction _ ( ~ 8- 10% ) is much
J

higher than the magnetic fluctuation fraction _ ( ~ 0.5- I% ). Also, both _.J
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and B are higher than their predicted values from 3-D MHD code by the

same factor ( ~ 3 ). This could be because the code uses an unrealistically

low magnetic Reynolds number S. The unbearably long computing time and

high cost for computing a high S case limit the simulation results to S less

than 104. The experimental S value is ~ 106.

RFP plasmas are believed to be operated at close to a force-free low-fl

state, that is: j x B = 0. For equilibrium magnetic field and plasma current

density, j parallel to B is a good approximation. On the other hand, the

fluctuating magnetic field and current density are not parallel to each other,

Bt Jt
as the measurement demonstrates: _ -- 2, and- = 0.5 for low frequency

Bp :lp
fluctuations.

The expression ofjp according to Ampere's law is

~ v_Bt 1 °_Br

PoJp = _ " R ( _¢ ) (4.1)

At the RFP plasma edge, the second term in (4.1) has larger contribution

to j p since the radial gradient ofB t is very small. It is estimated from the
1 _Br

measurement that the I _( -_- ) I term contributes 70-80% of the I _p I.

Even though the experimental uncertainty of measuring B is as small as
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1% (see discussions in Chapter 3), the measument error bars can be very

large for j and j measurements. This is because taking gradients by

substracting two similar signals can amplify the small errors of individual

signal by a large factor. We estimate the experimental uncertainties Ofjp

and jp are 5%- 7% and 12%- 15%, respectively, compared to less than 1% for

Band"
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Chapter 5: Measurement of Internal Maglietic Fluctuation and

Mode Number Spectrum

This chapter presents the results of internal measurements of magnetic

fluctuations in the RFP plasmas in MST. Section 1 contains the description

of general features of internal magnetic fluctuations. Comparison with the

external measurements by a fixed pick-up coil array will be given. Section 2

describes the measurements of mode number spectra using the two-point

correlation method. The dependence of such spectra on radial positions in

the plasma is investigated for low and high frequency magnetic fluctuations,

respectively.

5.1 Internal Magnetic Fluctuations in MST

The magnetic fluctuations have been measured internally using the

"forked" probe with multiple magnetic sensing coils inserted in MST.

Fluctuating magnetic signals of ali three components with frequency up to

250 kHz are ,neasured inside the RFP plasmas. This section desc_bes some

of the characteristics of internal magnetic fluctuations. Section 5.1.1 revisits

E
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the results of extenml measurements by the fixed coil array. These results

have been presented by others before. 1 Section 5.1.2 gives new results of

internal measurements of magnetic fluctuations. Comparison with the

results in 5.1.1 will be made.

5.1.1 General Characteristics of Externally Measured Magnetic Fluctuations

Before we present the results of internal measurements of magnetic

fluctuations on MST, it is useful to review some of the results from the

external magnetic fluctuation measuremen'_s made by the fixed coil array.

Interested readers are encouraged to read! reference 1 for more detailed

information.

The magnetic fluctuations with frequency from 1 kHz to 250 kHz have

been measured externally by a large number of fixed pickup coils, forming

arrays in both poloidal and toroidal directions, at the inner wall of the
i

conducting shell of MST. The coil sets are evenly distributed up to 64 coil

sets toroidally, and 16 coil sets poloidally, with three coils facing three

directions on each coil set.

The measured frequency spectra of magnetic fluctuations are dominated

by the low frequency portion. More than 90% of the power is from



fluctuations with frequencies below 50 kHz. The amplitude relation among

three components is' B t • Bp • B r = 1 " 0.5 • 0.2 for those low frequency

fluctuations.

Statistical spectral analysis has shown that the dominant mode spectra

m
are: m = 1, n = 6, 7, 8, and An < n. The positive value of n here corresponds

to internally resonant modes. These dominant modes have the

characteristics of resistive tearing modes predicted by many theoretical and

2R
numerical models for RFPs, as the models predict m = 1, n ~ a For MST,

R
the aspect ratio a is close to 3. A helical rotation of m = 1 fluctuations with

rotating velocity close ta the electron diamagnetic drift velocity is detected.

At high frequency ( f between 50kHz and 250kHz ), the magnetic

fluctuations show significantly different characteristics compared with the

low frequency case. The amplitudes have been reduced by two orders of

magnitudes. Also, the measurement of mode number spectra indicates that

the peak of the n spectrum shifts to the negative side, corresponding to

external resonant modes.

5.1.2 General Features of Internal Magnetic Fluctuations in MST
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Magnetic fluctuations of all three components have been measured at the

r

plasma edge ( a > 0.85 ) inside MST using the "forked" probe. Figure 5.1

shows the B signals for toroidal, radial and poloidal components at r = 46 cm

for a typical discharge with Ip = 220 kA. At the bottom of Fig. 5.1 are the

time traces of the equilibrium toroidal field ( averaged over the entire torus )

at the conducting wall Bt(a) and the average toroidal magnetic field < B t >.

The low frequency coherent oscillations are clearly present during 13.6- 14.3

ms on/_ signals for the shot presented. Superimposed on these coherent

oscillations are high frequency fluctuations with smaller amplitudes. Also

present are sudden "bursts" of signals as the plasma experiences "sawteeth"

activity that is signified by a sudden increase in < B t >.

Fig. 5.2 are the power spectra of magnetic fluctuations of the three

components at r = 46 cm. A clear peak is seen for 15 kHz < f < 30 kHz,

corresponding to the coherent structures seen in Fig. 5.1. On the other hand,

the high frequency portion of the spectra indicates a broad-band turbulence

with no dominant peaks present. We will treat these two parts of the spectra

separately since they are significantly different in many aspects.

The data used to calculate the fluctuation power spectra in Fig. 5.2 are

taken near the peak of the plasma current.
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The fluctuation amplitude relation among three components is obtained

as' B t ~ 2 Bp ~ 5 B r ibr low [Yequency magnetic fluctuations, as demonstrated

in Fig. 5.2. Measurements done at other radial locations inside the plasma

have given similar results. This amplitude relation is in agreement with

results from external measurements (See ref. I or section 5.1.1 of this thesis).

Fig. 5.2 also indicates that more than 90% of magnetic fluctuation power is

concentrated at frequencies below 50(kHz).

The amplitude relation among the three components at high frequency
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(f > 50 kHz ) is very different from the low frequency case. The parallel

component of tile magnetic fluctuation level decreases much faster than the

other two components as the frequency increases. This can be clearly seen in

Fig. 5.2 by noting that the parallel direction is very close to the poloidal

direction for the edge of the RFP plasma. The radial magnetic fluctuation

becomes the dominant one at high frequency. Quantitatively, we have the

amplitude relation for high frequency fluctuations" B r ~ 2B t ~ lOBp. This

character is in fact very similar to the magnetic fluctuations in tokamaks

where B >> B//, and Br -B'~ 10"4 "10"5" It should be mentioned that this

amplitude relation is different from the external measurement where B r is

the smallest.

Figure 5.3 shows the spectra of cross-coherence y and cross-phase A_

between B t and Br, B t and Bp. Also plotted are ?'and A_ between two B t

signals separated by 1 cm. The definition of y and A_ is described in the

Appendix.

The peak values of the cross-coherence between B t and B r, and between

B t andBp at low frequency are well above 0.9. This is the natural result of

low frequency, global magaletic fluctuations. Similar results are reported

from many other RFP dew'ices (See Chapter 2). The general features of
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Fig. 5,3 The results from statistical spectral analysis schemes
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fluctuating B.
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these global magnetic fluctuations satisfy the description of the resistive

tearing instability discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 6 we will show that

the mode number spectra for internal magnetic fluctuations agree with the

predictions of the tearing mode model as well.

The result in Figure 5.3 has no dependence on the radial positions, at

r
least within the outer portion of the plasma column ( 0.85 < a < 1 ). The

value of 7decreases with an increase of frequency. At f= 250 kHz, we have 7

>0.15.

Even though the spectra of cross-coherence 7 between each pair of the

three components have similar frequency characteristics, their ,_ross-phases,

AC, take different values, as seen in Fig. 5.3. At low frequency, the relation
z

is: A_t,r =_, A¢t,p = _. This cross-phase relation is as predicted for resistive

tearing modes. 2 The experimentally measured phase relation for dominant

fluctuations agrees with the phase relations of the tearing instabilities

predicted by a 3-D MHD code for RFPs.

The low frequency magnetic fluctuations are measured to have helical

propagations, as shown by a constant cross-phase for frequency between 10

kHz and 35 kHz. The phase velocity of such propagation is defined as: v_ =
2 _f ,Ax

k = 2 z f (-_). Although v¢ varies from shot to shot, it falls in the range
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close to the electron diamagnetic speed. Outside the reversal surface, the

propagation phase velocity is in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. This is

in contrast with the result from the OHTE RFP device. 3 In OHTE the m = 1

modes are detected to propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift direction.

No radial propagation of dominant modes is detected since Aqitl,t2 = O.

The low frequency magnetic fluctuations of this type are said to have the

structure of a radial standing wave. The phase of oscillations is the same

over large radial scale lengths.

5.2 Global and localized magnetic fluctuations in MST

In this section we will give detailed results of the mode number

spectrum measurements. We will show the difference in the radial

dependence of the mode number spectra for low and high frequency

fluctuations. This radial dependence gives further evidence of global and

localized modes at different frequencies.

First, to determine the spatial, structure of the measured magnetic

Ax
fluctuations, the radial coherence length Lr(m) , defined as Lr(o_) = -

ln[yax(o))]

, is calculated. This quantity is plotted as a function of frequency in Figure1

J

_1I_ ,_ pl FI II ,ra, ' 1al'lp(,,_,_, _,', iqll IIIHIIr lr IF1,', r
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Fig. 5.4 Radial coherence length derived from two Bt pickup
coils radially separated by lcre.

5.4. Here y_ is the measured cross-coherence between two magnetic

signals that are radially separated by zix. We see in Fig. 5.4 that L,.(o_)is

very sensitive to the fluctuation frequency. In the low frequency range ( f <

50kHz ), L,.(co)has a value of 30 - 40 cm. This is close to the plasma minor

radius for the MST plasmas. As frequency increases to 50 kHz and above,

the value of Lr(r_)decreases very quickly. At f> 100 kHz, Lr(a_) has fallen by a

factor of' 10 or so, to a value of I - 3 cm.

The further evidence of the global and localized modes in different

= =

_lfiIl$" ' Pglr_l_ll_ ' _lPr '_ t111_' _1 _11'1]_', L_ ,_, ,, _#,Tli)lll,_*_p L,_ , r_f _l?i,at
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frequency ranges for the magnetic fluctuations is obtained from the mode

spectrum analysis. The method used to calculate the mode number spectrum

is discussed in some detail in the Appendix. Basically, this method allows

the estimation of the power weighted mode number n ( m ) spectrum by

analyzing the turbulent time signals taken from two spatial points that are

toroidally (poloidally) separated.

Figure 5.5 and 5.6 are the n and rn spectra at two different radial

locations, x = 42 cm and x = 46 cm. Previous magnetic probe measurements

have determined that tbr the discharge conditions stated above, the position

of the reversal surface is at about 43 - 44 cm from the plasma center. At the

reversal surface ( r = ro ) the toroidal magnetic field goes to zero and has

opposite sign on each side. The two lines ( solid and dotted ) in Fig. 5.5 and

5.6 represent the measured mode number spectra inside and outside of ro ,

respectively.

The top plot in Fig. 5.5 isthe n mode number for the low-frequency case.

In this case the n spectra on the two sides of ro have their peaked value_ at

about the same number, n ~ 6. This is again an indication of radially global

modes because the mode number spectrum is independent of the radios. The

bottom plot of Fig. 5.5 is for the high frequency case. In this case, the
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Fig. 5.5 n spectrum inside and outside of the reversal surface
for low and high frequency magnetic fluctuations. Note

that at high frequency, averaged peak n number changes
sign at the reversal surface. The low frequency part
remains unchanged.
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Fig. 5,6 m spectrum inside and outside of the reversal surface
['or low and high frequency magnetic fluctuations.
The spectrum is unchanged on each side of ro. There is
no sl?gnificant change of the spectrum w_th frequency.
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toroidal mode number spectra show remarkably different peak n values at

tile two sides of ro The signs of the peaked n values are different at two sides

of ro. At r = 46 cm ( outside rs ), npeak~ - 25. At r = 42 cm ( inside rs ), npeak-

20. Here, assuming m ( poloidal mode number ) remains positive, then

positive n represents internally resonant modes, and negative n corresponds

to externally resonant modes. The assumption of positive m is verified ,_

experimentally and will be described in the following, li

The m number spectra for those same cases are ploted in Fig. 5.6. They

demonstrate that the peak values of m remain at unity for both low and high

frequencies. Furthermore, the peak values of m are unchanged on each side

of the reversal surface. The high frequency magnetic fluctuations appear to

have their dominant poloidal _,ode number independent of radial positions

in the plasma. It should be noted that the ,,n spectrum becomes broader as

the frequency increases. =

The explanation for n to change sign, but not m, could be as following: for

m to change sign ( 1 --_ 0 _-1 ), the plasma has to experience a drastic

change with large scale reconnection when m goes to zero. On the other

hand, for n to change sign ( -25 --->oo .-.>25 ), only small scale changes would

occur requiring a small amount of energy change_
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The combination of the results in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 leads to the following

important remarks: for high frequency magnetic fluctuations, the ratio of the

averaged mode number n tracks the value of local safety factor q. From

discuss,_'ons in the Appendix, the averaged mode number spectra, under the

assumption of wave packets, could be taken as the dominant local mode

m
number. Thus ibr high frequency magnetic fluctuations, the _- value from

dominant mode number spectra matches the value of local safety ihctor. The

m rBt(r) Fig. 5 7 is
mode resonant condition requires' n- = q(r), where q(r) -RBp(r)"

the q profile calculated from MPFM 4 with F = -0.15, 0 = 1.75. We see that

q(r) changes its sign across the reversal surface because Bt(r) does. Since the

sign changing of q value occurs only locally, the mode resonant condition is

satisfied locally only. The high frequency modes are locally resonant modes.

The mode number spectra for low frequency fluctuations clearly do not

depend on the local q value.

High frequency magnetic fluctuations have such a short radial coITelation

length that at each radial position in the plasma, the fluctuation is mainly

influenced by the locally resonant instabilities with their resonant stwfaces

not more distant than their radial coherence lengths. _Ihe low frequency

fluctuations, on the other hand, are the result of spatialy global modes. A
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Fig. 5. 7 The radial profile of q. This is obtained from MPFM
with F = -0.15, 0 = 1.75.

few such modes dominete the low frequency fluctuations in the RFP

plasmas.

Because of the sign change for the toroidal mode number ( toroidal

wavenumber ) across the reversal surface ro, the direction of the diamagnetic

drift speed v* should also change across ro, for high frequency magnetic

fluctuations.

It should be mentioned that although the sigr, change of _ agrees with
m

that of qlo_at,the exact value of the averaged-n- may not necessarily match

the value of q_,,_(,.) at every r. The reason i_ as follows: Even at frequencies
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above 50 kHz. the radial correlation length is still the order of 1 cre, as

indicated in Fig. 5.4. The averaged mode number spect,'um at each radial

position is simply the combination of neighboring resonant modes weighted

by their amplitudes, rather _,han from a single mode resonant with q(_./.

Since the general trend for turbulent mode spectra is that the mode

amplitude decreases with increase of mode number, the measured n number

in general is lower than the true resonant value of qtocc_lat any particular r.

Fig. 5.8 is the comparison for calculating the high frequency n number

spectra with different lower frequency cut-offs. It is seen clearly that with

higher low f cut-off, the peak n becomes higher.

The radial coherence length in Fig. 5.4 contains some important

information about the characteristics of high frequency magnetic

fluc','___ations. By comparing it with the co_Telation length of electrostatic

t urbt_lences, it is possible to identify the modes that drive the turbulence. It

has been indicated that 5 fbr resistive :nterchange modes, the correlation

length of magnetic fluctuations should have a different scale than that of the

electrostatic turbulence. The correlation length of electrostatic turbulence is

related to the mixing length used in the model. The nficrotearing instability,

however, is shown 6 to have magnetic and electrostatic fluctuation
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correlation lengths closely related.

The transverse correlation, length measured from electrostatic

fluctuations 7 is believed somewhat shorter compared with the scale length

given in Fig. 5.4. This could be taken as an indication of the occurence of

resistive interchange modes in the edge of RFP on MST. The occurence of

the microtearing modes described in reference 6, on the other hand, have the

same correlation lengths for both magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations.

This is somewhat in contrast with the experimental result, although the

radial correlation length measurement for electrostatic fluctuations is

insufficient.

The conclusive identification of small scale localized magnetic

fluctiations, of codrse, would require more accurate measurement of scale

length of fluctuating quantities, and a more controllable experimental setup

that allows variation of gradients of temperature and pressm-e profile.

The result of' long Lr(co) at low frequency can be directly compared with

the resistive MHD theory, where the dominant m = 1, low n tealing modes

have radial extent of the same order as the plasma minor radius, a.
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Chapter 6" Ambipolar Particle Flux Induced by Magnetic

Fluctuations

This chapter presents the results of internal measurements of magnetic

fluctuations in the RFP plasmas in MST. It is found that the particle flux

induced by magnetic fluctuations at the edge of the MST is ambipolar.

Interpretation of this result is given to both low and high frequency

fluctuations.

6.1 Ambipolar Particle Transport due to Magnetic Fluctuations

As described by (2.2) and (2.3) in Chapter 2, the particle flux induced by

magnet'ic fluctuations only are:

<Jell Br >
Fe =" eB (6.1)

<JiHBr>
I'_= eB (6.2)

The net charged particle flux, F/- ['e, induced by magnetic field
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fluctuations thus can be written as:

<J //B r _"
['net = eB (6.3)

Using the definition in the Appendix, we have tor Fnet

;,,llrl
Fnet= eB _B cos ( Aq_jB) (6.4)

As expressed by in (6.4), the total net c:harged particle flux, sometimes

called non-ambipolar particle flux, is proportional to the cross product of two

fluctuating quantities, namely, j//and Br. Also note that not only does the

product of the amplitudes of these two quantities contribute to F, but also

their cross-phase angle.

6.1.1 Experimental Evidence of Ambipolar Particle Flux Induced by Magnetic

Fluctuations

The decomposition of]//is:

J//=-_(jpBp +jtBt +jp I3p+jth t -j. _13 ) (6.5)
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Each term in (6.5) has been measured experimentally in RFP plasma

on the MST. The first term is found to be the dominant one. The last 3

terms are all small compared to the first term because of the relation B

J- The second term in (6.5) is small at the plasma edge because in RFPs, B tj.

is nearly 0, and Bp is finite.

Figure 6.1 shows the measured cross-coherence _)B and cross..phase

angle _OjS between Yp and Bro The measured coherence at low frequency

is about 0.4, and falls to about 0.15 as the frequency increases up to 250

_ 0.8 "

0.60.4 .
v-i v_ _r_a_

O :--... __ -- __ --" ._ H .... II __.l,,,,mt_ • -- __ --- ,, a ......

(:D _ ---' ........ • ...... '-r"_ ---- .... r_
O_

r..)
J ___1_ ___ ...--_ _ __,

_, _._ -- __ -- ___ ,, ___ • .__ •
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Frequency (kHz)

Fig. 6.1 Cross-coherence and cross-phase between measured

" j/ / and Br. The cross.phase angle is about z/2, thus
gives it non-ambiplar particle flux induced by
magnetic fluctuations.
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kHz. Experimental uncertainty in the coherence _' is determined to be 0.04

- 0.05. The total experimental uncertainty includes the misalignment of the

coils, the calibration errors ofAeff, and in the electronincs, is about 5 - 7%.
z

The cross-phase angle shown in Fig. 6.1 is close to _ throughout the
7_

frequency spectrum. This gives Fnet ~ 0 because cos (_) = 0. We estimate

the upper bound of.Fne t due to experimental uncertainty. The result is: F upper

< 2.0 x 1019 m'2s "1. This is less than 5% of the total particle flux for this type

of discharge.

The result of zero net charged particle flux (or non-ambipolar particle

film), driven by magnetic fluctuations in RFP plasmas demonstrates that the

particle transport by magnetic fluctuations is ambipolar.

The result irl Fig. 5.8 is remarkable because the magnitudes of the

individual quantities j//and B r are large. Had the phase angle not been close
z

to _, Fnet would have been large, meaning plasmas are losing charge

(negative charge) at a large rate unless sc)lne other loss mechanisms are

present.

6.2 Interpretation of Ambipolar Flux Induced by Magnetic

Fluctuations
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In the low frequency range the ambipolarity of particle flu_ due to

magnetic fluctuations can be interpreted as the necessary condition seg by

the phase relations among components for tearing modes. From Ampere's

law'

c)Bt 1 r)Br

o7,,= ( ) (5.6)

In section 5.1, the low frequency m = I MHD modes are identified as

having the structure of radial standing and toroidally propagating

perturbation waves. Upon Fomier decomposition, the propagation can be

represented by a factor e"(_'r'_j multiplying each of' the Fourier components.

/l"

Thus the second tem_ in (5.6) is out of phase (AO = '_ ) with, Brby the factor

ik t. The first term, by the definition of radial standing waves, ii_,_in phase

with B t. Fig, 5.3 demonstrates that AC between Brand B,. is '_, Thus AC

between Z/m_d B,. is also _.

The ambipolarity at high frequency can be somewhat explained, using the

simple argument, of Waltz 1, As described in 2,,3.2, lie c(msiders localized

modes for which, the fluctuating magnetic field is transverse to the
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equilibrium magnetic field ( B_/~ 0 ), These conditions are well satisfied for

.._ ~ Bl/

the .measured fluctuations for whichB//<, B c and -_- << 10 "4. In this case, a

conseque._.ce of Ampere's.law is that < j/i Br > vanishes when integrated over

the small radial extent of the mode.
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Chapter 7 Summary and Conclusions

11

We have successfu,,_ _'easured 1 plasma current density and current

density fluctuations using the "forked" probe with multiple magnetic sensing

coils. The measured j and j agree with the predictions of resistive MHD

simulations.

We als_ have measured toroidal and poloidal mode number spectra using

the same probe. We have found: 1). The high frequency magnetic

fluctuations are localized and locally resonant modes. This is evidenced by

the sensitive dependence of wavenumber (mode number) spectrum on radial

locations in the plasma; 2), Low frequency fluctuations are consistent with

the global tea_ing instabilities predicted by MHD codes.

Based on the measurement of.B and .7, we are able to obtain the non-

ambipolar ps rt of the particle flux induced by magnetic fluctuations. This is

done by calculating the cross-product of <j HBr >' It is found that this non-

ambipolar flux is zero for fluctuation frequencies between 1 kHz and 250

kHz. The particle flux due to magnetic fluctuations is thus proved to be

ambipolar.
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Appendix

The purpose of this appendix is to present some detailed algorithms for

spectral analysis.

The problem of analyzing fluctuation data associated with turbulence has

developed tremendously over the past decade. The most widely used method

is the Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) spectral analysis. It can give much

fundamental imformation about the fluctuations themselves, and about the

relationship among several fluctuation signals.

a). Power Spectra, Cross-cohernece and Cross Phase

Let g 1(t_and g2(t) denote two fluctuating s_ignals, one could first transfolma

the data to frequency spectra Gl(f) and G2f) via the FFT algorithm. The

resultant cross-power spectrum is computed from

< P12(f) > = < G_I(f) G2(f) > (A.1)

where * denotes a complex conjugate, and <> denotes an ensemble average.
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Since PI2_ is in general a complex number, it may be expressed as'

P12(D = [ P12(f) I exp[ i012(D ] (A.2)

with I P12(/) I the cross-amplitude spectrunn given by

and 012(.f)the phase spectrum given by

012(I3= atanl{ Im [ P12(D]_ } (A.4)
Re [ P12_ ]

The auto-power spectra are given by

< Pll(f) > = < I Gl(f) [2 > (A.5)

< P22(f) > = < I G2(/) 12 > (A.6)

and they are real and positive. The auto-power spectrum, is the measure of a
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signal amplitude on a per unit-bandwidth basis.

The cross-coherence spectrum is defned as the normalized cross-power

spectrum as follows:

< P12(D >

< )'12(I)> = [ < Pl(f) > < P2(D > ]1/2 (A.7)

We see that I I <-forall f. If t 71.2(19I is tmity, then we say that

signal 1 and signal 2 are perfectly coherent. If i $12(f) I is 0, we say they are

incoherent. If. I _'12(f) I < 1, we say they are partially coherent.

From the cross-phase spectra one couM obtain a averaged dispersion

relation, assuming there is one. The dispersion relation is given by:

(A.8)
k(f)= Ax

and zix is the spatial distance between point 1 and point 2 at which the

signals gl(t) and g2(t) are measured.

Because the real experimental signals are in general stochastic and

turbulent, only the ensemble averages of P12(f), _'12(f) and _12(f) are

meaningful. The number of terms used for ensemble averages determines the
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statistical uncertainties when calculating power spectra, cross-coherence and

cross .phase.

b).Wavenumber and Frequency Spectra

The spectral analysis method discussed in a) encounters severe

limitations. First, it gives only the spectra in the frequency domain whereasi

most of the theoretical results are given in the wavenumber(k) domain.

Second, the true turbulel_ce in genaral has no deterministic dispersion

relation between frequency coand wavenumber k.

From two-point correlation study, one could estimate the wavenumber

and frequency spectra assuming the turbulence satisfies wave packet

conditions. 1 This method calculates the so-called local wave number

spectrum and approximates it to the true wavenumber spectrum of the

turbulence.

As discussed in a), the power and average wavenumber spectra can be

calculated via FFT. The local wavenumber and frequency spectra can thus

be computed by summing the sample power values S(co) at a fixed frequency

cofrom those records which have a sample wavenumber in the range of K to
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K+AK,

1 M 1

St(k'¢°) -MJ-_-I I[°'ag][ k- ld(co)) ] x _ [ P_(o_)+ P_(o_)] (A.9)

with the indicator function Ilo,hi(X) defined as

I[o,h](X) = 1, when 0 _<xh and; (A.10)

= 0, elsewhere.

Sl(k,co) is called the local frequency-wavenumber spectrum. When the

wave-packet assumptions in Ref. 1 are satisfied, Sl(k,¢o) yields an estimate of

the convetional spectral density S(k,¢o). From this estimation, one gets the

power ;_pectra in the wa_ enumber domain:

S(k) = fdcoS(k,o)) (A.11)

or the estimation for the .mode number spectra providing n = k¢_ or m = kdf.

S(k,w) is one of the most fundamental quantities describing space-time

varying fluctuations. From this quantity, many of the important spectral
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quantities, such as the statistical disperssion relation and wavenumber

spectrum width can thus be deduced.
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